
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Now you ______________ it every other night.1. (use)have to use

_________________________________________ to the likes of you, sir?2.
(what/the likes of me/could/say/?)

What could the likes of me have to say

He was not looking at her, therefore she ______________________ with
her eyes.
3.

(past/not/lie)
did not have to lie

I ______________________ it to Marie.4. (shall/break)shall have to break

And the best part of it is that you ______________________ your own
fireside to go to the four corners of the globe.
5.

(not/leave)
don't have to leave

He _________________ a new outfit of it.6. (acquire)has to acquire

There's an author for you; but evidently I _____________________ you so,
as you have given us quite a number of his splendid stories.
7.

(not/tell)
don't have to tell

Well, I'm very glad some times ________________________ again.8.
(not/come over)

have not to come over

You _____________________ in a fish market if you don't want to, or sit
there and sneer at a man who doesn't care what you think of him.
9.

(not/work)
don't have to work

You ________________________ to such things.10. (passive/accustom)have to be accustomed

He ______________ her discover the same answer.11. (past/make)had to make

But as long as I _____________________________ the kittens, it makes
no difference to me what becomes of them.
12.

(not/take care of)
don't have to take care of

Because, you see, one slight adjustment in any one of a hundred
adjustments might do the trick … but
_________________________________________________?

13.

(which of those adjustments/you/make/?)
which of those adjustments do you have to make

Say what you ______________ in that time.14. (say)have to say
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Besides, we ________________________ upon what took place at that
time, but upon the actual state of affairs.
15.

(not/legislate)
have not to legislate

One __________________ long before he is mastered by its spell.16.
(not/wait)

has not to wait

She _____________ you in a pigeon hole.17. (past/put)had to put

Then the swarm __________________.18. (passive/take)has to be taken

__________________________ hot-footed to the telephone the first
thing?
19.

(why/you/past/run/?)
Why did you have to run

Danny ______________________ to know that it was Granny Fox
herself, and he squeaked with fright.
20.

(past/not/look)
didn't have to look
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